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Abstract
Pediatric attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a heterogeneous condition. In particular, children with ADHD display varying profiles of dispositional traits, as assessed through temperament and personality questionnaires. Previous data-driven community detection analyses based on temperament dimensions identified an irritable profile of patients with ADHD, uniquely characterized by elevated emotional dysregulation symptoms. Belonging to this profile increased the risk of developing comorbid disorders. Here, we investigated whether we could replicate this profile in a sample of 178 children with ADHD, using community detection based on personality dimensions. Stability of the identified profiles, of individual classifications, and clinical prediction were longitudinally assessed over a 1-year interval. Three personality profiles were detected: The first two profiles had high levels of neuroticism, with the first displaying higher ADHD severity and lower openness to experience (profile 1; \( N = 38 \)), and the second lower agreeableness (profile 2; \( N = 73 \)). The third profile displayed scores closer to the normative range on all five factors (profile 3; \( N = 67 \)). The identified profiles did only partially replicate the temperament-based profiles previously reported, as higher levels of neuroticism were found in two of the three detected profiles. Nonetheless, despite changes in individual classifications, the profiles themselves were highly stable over time and of clinical predictive value. Whereas children belonging to profiles 1 and 2 benefited from starting medication, children in profile 3 did not. Hence, belonging to an emotionally dysregulated profile at baseline predicted the effect of medication at follow-up over and above initial ADHD symptom severity. This finding suggests that personality profiles could play a role in predicting treatment response in ADHD.
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Introduction

Heterogeneity in psychiatric disorders as defined by current nosologies such as the DSM-5 is ubiquitous. Most disorders can indicate multiple, only partially overlapping, symptom profiles that are likely to result from multiple independent mechanistic pathways [1–6]. A prominent example is attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), a diagnosis associated with multiple risk factors [3], a range of comorbidities [7], and various impairments [8, 9]. Heterogeneity in ADHD is evident across multiple levels: from genetics [10] to neural systems [11, 12], cognition [13–15], and clinical course [15]. This multi-level heterogeneity has hampered the quest for neurobiological markers [11] and the optimization of treatment. Finding meaningful ways to address heterogeneity when assessing etiological factors, neurobiological profiles, and clinical outcomes is, therefore, crucial.

In the DSM-5, ADHD is defined as a neurodevelopmental syndrome with two main symptom domains of inattentive and hyperactive/impulsive symptoms [16]. Next to these core symptoms, ADHD is consistently associated with dispositional traits, i.e., stable individual differences in human behaviour as assessed through temperament and personality questionnaires [17, 18]. Specifically, children and adults with ADHD are on average lower in conscientiousness or effortful control, reactive control, and agreeableness, and higher on neuroticism or negative emotionality, when compared with typically developing individuals [19–21]. At the same time, children with ADHD show differential patterns in these dispositional traits that are potentially clinically relevant [22]. Using clustering techniques to uncover different profiles of dispositional traits might, therefore, offer a promising approach to uncover within-diagnosis profiles potentially uniquely relevant [22].

In a pioneering study on heterogeneity in ADHD, Karalunas et al. [12] used community detection [24] on dispositional traits (i.e., temperament scores) to detect biologically informed profiles [13]. Three novel data-driven temperament profiles were identified within ADHD, which were labelled mild, surgent and irritable; each associated with distinct neurobiological correlates. The three profiles were replicated in an independent sample, and the irritable profile was shown to be the most stable over time, as 61% of irritable children were consistently assigned to the same profile across all 3 years of follow-up [25]. Importantly, in a combined model including initial ADHD presentation (i.e., predominantly inattentive, predominantly hyperactive/impulsive, or combined) and oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) diagnosis, only the identified temperament profiles were found to predict the onset of new disorders. Crucially, the irritable profile consisted of children both with and without comorbid diagnoses, and 65% of the children that belonged to this group were free of any comorbid diagnosis, including ODD or disruptive mood dysregulation disorder (DMDD). This stresses the unique clinical relevance of the temperament profiles, when compared with existing diagnoses and subtypes.

Because of the high stability and unique clinical predictive value, this irritable profile is of particular interest. Irritability designates a proneness to anger that is inconsistent with an individual’s developmental level [26] and is best described by two components: tonic and phasic. The tonic component refers to a persistent angry, grumpy, or grouchy mood, whereas the phasic component refers to behavioural outbursts of intense anger [27]. Although irritability is not a defining diagnostic feature, impairments in irritability are highly prevalent in childhood ADHD and affect at least half of patients in clinical samples [28–30]. Irritability is also strongly associated to defiant behaviours [31], and as such defined as a dimension of ODD in the DSM-5 [16].

Next to increased levels of anger, the irritable profile identified by Karalunas et al. [12, 25] was also characterized by broader emotional dysregulation (ED) manifestations such as discomfort, fear, and sadness. The finding that the irritable profile predicted new onset of comorbid disorders (primarily in the form of new anxiety disorders) in patients with ADHD is in line with available data, showing that the irritable dimension of ODD is a significant predictor of depression and anxiety disorders [32]. In clinical practice, investigating whether a child belongs to the irritable profile may, therefore, help to identify a subgroup of patients with ADHD with sub-diagnostic ED manifestations who are at increased risk of developing emotional comorbidities, which opens up new possibilities for early detection and prevention.

For the identified irritable profile to fulfill this potential, reproducibility across samples is essential. Karalunas et al. [25] replicated their initial findings in a new sample, but both samples were collected within the Oregon ADHD Program in the United States. Whether the three profiles, and in particular, the irritable profile can also be found in other cultural areas remains to be established. Furthermore, dispositional traits were exclusively assessed using the Temperament in Middle Childhood Questionnaire (TMCQ)—a theory-driven questionnaire based on Rothbart’s temperament model [33]. Yet, it should be noted that the best way to conceptualize dispositional traits in children remains a matter of disagreement in the field, and multiple trait-based personality and temperament models coexist [23].

Historically, temperament and personality traits were studied separately. Compared to personality traits, temperament was thought to capture traits that have a stronger genetic or neurobiological basis [34]. In Rothbart’s model, the trait structure is summarized in three broad,
well-validated domains: (a) negative affect, encompassing emotions such as fear, sadness, and anger/frustration; (b) positive affect (or surgency), reflecting tendency to express excitement and happiness, willingness to approach novel stimuli, and overall activity level; and (c) effortful control, describing top down self-regulatory capacities and tendencies [34].

Despite the initial coexistence of these two separate lines of research, several scholars made a compelling case that temperament and personality systems describing children’s and adolescent’s traits can be considered to be “more alike than different”, and are actually tapping into overlapping trait domains in somewhat different fashions [18, 34–38]. In this context, the most common personality model, the five factor model (FFM), has been described as a useful unifying framework [36]. Previous research indeed suggests that the dimensions of neuroticism (predisposed to emotional distress vs. emotionally stable), extraversion (energetic and thrill-seeking vs. sober and solitary), and conscientiousness (disciplined and fastidious vs. laid-back and careless) represent the three higher order domains of negative affect, positive affect, and effortful control found in the Rothbart’s temperament model [36]. In addition, the FFM represents the dimensions of agreeableness (kind and trusting vs. competitive and arrogant) and openness to experience (curious and unconventional vs. traditional and pragmatic), whereas these two traits were only measured as subscales in Rothbart’s temperament framework [36].

It remains currently unclear if the identification of a robust and clinically relevant irritable profile in ADHD depends on the dispositional framework (i.e., personality or temperament) that is used. Do both frameworks yield overlapping profiles, or does each framework provide unique information resulting in different profiles? One previous study by Martel et al. [23] examined data-driven profiles based on the Big Five personality factors in a large sample of children and adolescents with and without ADHD, and identified six different profiles [23]. Although some similarities between these profiles and those identified by Karalunas et al. can be found, they cannot be easily matched. For example, high neuroticism or negative emotionality was not specific to one but two profiles, and this was not the dimension along which the profiles differed the most. These results suggest that despite potentially tapping into the same construct, temperament and personality questionnaires may contribute to identify different profiles in children and adolescents with ADHD, possibly yielding each unique predictive value. Another possibility for failing to replicate the ADHD profiles across dispositional frameworks might be that both samples differ in age range (7–11 years vs. 6–18 years). Age-related effects on temperament and personality have indeed been solidly established during childhood and adolescence [36, 39].

In the present study, we, therefore, investigated whether the profiles identified by Karalunas et al. [12, 25] are robust across dispositional traits by examining their replicability in a new sample of children with ADHD with a similar age range, using a different measure of dispositional traits (i.e., a personality questionnaire). A sample of children with combined-type ADHD was recruited, and assessed at two time points with a 1-year interval. This approach allowed us to concurrently investigate the temporal stability of both the profiles and the classification of individuals. Children were assessed with the Big Five questionnaire for children (BFQ-C), a tool instantiating the FFM, with an empirically well-established five factor structure [40–43]. Measures of clinical severity were also obtained, and the predictive value of the profiles identified at T0 with regard to severity at T1 was investigated. We hypothesized that the neuroticism items of the FFM would drive the detection of a subgroup of children with ADHD characterized by unique increases in irritability, and that this subgroup would be the most stable over time.

**Methods**

**Recruitment procedure**

221 French-speaking families living in France or Belgium participated in this study. The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the ULB-Erasme Hospital, Brussels, Belgium (P2016/124) and, therefore, conducted in accordance with the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki. Families were recruited through a network of clinicians (52% of final cases), and by advertising through the Belgian and French national ADHD associations who advertised this research project on their social network webpages (48%). Child psychiatrists, pediatricians, and child psychologists belonging to an informal network of ADHD researchers affiliated to the French-Speaking ADHD International Congress were contacted by the last author to assist with recruitment. Clinicians introduced the research design to parents and provided them with a booklet describing the project along with contact information. Families volunteered through emails, and were contacted by the research team through telephone to assess eligibility. Children had to be 6–11 years old, to have been diagnosed with ADHD, and to be medication naïve at the time of recruitment. Parents were each invited to fill in the questionnaires online, while being informed that one informant was sufficient to participate in the study. A phone interview was scheduled with one parent to collect demographic information and to conduct a diagnostic interview. One year after the initial (T0) phone interview, parents were contacted by email and provided with codes for follow-up assessment (T1). At each time point, access to...
the interface was preceded by an information statement and conditioned to the validation of an electronic consent form.

**Diagnostic procedure and exclusion process**

After eligibility assessment, one parent completed a semi-structured clinical interview (Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Aged Children-Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL); [44]) administered during a phone call by a doctorate-level clinical psychologist [TV] with a 10-year practice experience in child psychiatry. Participants were excluded if they failed to meet the diagnostic criteria for combined-type ADHD based on the K-SADS-PL; were prescribed psychotropic medications, had neurological impairment, seizure history, other major medical conditions, prior diagnosis of intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder (ASD), or psychosis. Participants were further excluded if their score at the ADHD Rating Scale IV (ADHD-RS-IV) total scale was below the 93th percentile for their age group [45]. Of the 221 families that were approached initially, 43 were excluded: 20 failed to complete all questionnaires at T0; 16 children were excluded based on the clinical interview, which revealed insufficient symptom numbers or clinical severity, or a non-combined form of ADHD; 4 children were excluded due the presence of comorbid ASD; finally, 3 participants were excluded based on their ADHD-RS Total scores. The final sample at the first time point (T0), therefore, consisted of 178 combined-type ADHD cases. Demographic characteristics of the sample are reported in Table 1. At T1, 12 families failed to complete the second wave of questionnaires, yielding a follow-up sample of 166 cases (attrition rate: 6.7%).

**Assessment of personality and clinical outcomes**

At least one parent of each child completed the Big Five questionnaire for children (BFQ-C) at each time point [40] (French adaptation: [43]). The BFQ-C is based on the FFM, and contains a total of 65 items, with five scales of 13 items. At T0, double informant data (i.e., mother and father data) were available for 15 (8.4%) of the initial 178 children participating. For these cases, scores were averaged across informants at the item level prior to any reported analysis. For single informant data, the same informant completed the questionnaire at both time points. Scale reliabilities were assessed at T0, yielding the following (Cronbach’s alpha) scale reliabilities: 0.71 for extraversion, 0.85 for agreeableness, 0.81 for conscientiousness, 0.83 for neuroticism, and 0.84 for openness.

Clinical outcome was evaluated using scores of parent-rated functional impairment on the Impact Supplement of the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ) for age 4–17. Items on overall distress and impairment were summed to generate an impact score ranging from 0 to 10, with higher scores indicating greater impact [46, 47].

**Statistical analysis**

To identify communities, we followed the same procedures as Karalunas et al. [12, 25].

**Data preparation**

We first standardized the 65 items of the BFQ-C to the sample mean and standard deviation, after which we computed the child-by-child profile correlations.
Community detection

We applied the weight conserving modularity algorithm to the child-by-child correlation matrix [24, 48]. Initially, the algorithm places each child (i.e., node) into its own community. In subsequent steps, communities are reassigned until a division of the network into communities is made for which the modularity is optimized. The modularity index $Q$ is a metric that quantifies the quality of the placing of nodes into communities, with higher values indicating better partitioning of the data into communities. In practice, most values of $Q$ fall between 0.3 and 0.7, with values close to 0.3 reflecting weakly defined communities, and values around 0.7 reflecting strong community structures [49]. We used an adapted version of the modularity to take the sign of the weight into account, as we assumed that both positive and negative weights are informative of the similarities and differences between children. Positive weights indicate that two children have similar scoring patterns, and thus provide support that these children should be in similar communities. The more similar the scoring pattern, the higher the correlation, and the stronger the support for two children to belong to the same community (reflected in $Q^+$). Negative weights, on the other hand, indicate that two children have opposite scoring patterns. An opposite scoring pattern might indicate important qualitative differences and should thus provide support for children to belong to different communities (reflected in $Q^-$). Because the community detection algorithm is not deterministic, the optimal number of communities and associated modularity ($Q$) can differ slightly with different runs. To obtain stable results, the final assignment of children was based on the modal group assignment across ten runs.

To improve comparability with Martel et al. [23] and as done by Karalunas et al. [25], we also conducted a latent profile analysis based on the scores at the 65 items of the BFQ-C. The methodology and results are presented in the Supplement.

Interpretation and representation

We compared the identified communities on the personality factors using analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests. Post hoc tests with Scheffé corrections were performed to determine significant group differences. We visualized the different communities by their patterns on the five personality factors as assessed with the BFQ-C. Moreover, to interpret the communities at a more detailed level, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis on the BFQ-C items. This allowed us to characterize the identified communities at a more detailed personality facet level, similar to Karalunas et al. [12, 25] who used the 16 more detailed temperament subscales instead of the three higher order factors. Details on the exploratory factor analysis are given in the Supplementary Material.

Temporal stability

We assessed the stability of the identified communities over time and compared the communities estimated at T0 to the communities at T1. We compared both the communities themselves (i.e., community-profile stability) as well as whether children were consistently assigned to the same community (i.e., community-membership stability). In addition, we performed a multinomial logistic regression to assess the community-membership stability.

Stability across measurement levels

Finally, we explored whether the identified communities depend on the measurement level on which the child-by-child correlation matrix was built. We originally estimated the correlation among children based on their scoring pattern on the 65 individual items of the BFQ-C. Alternatively, one could estimate the correlation among children based on their scoring pattern on the five personality factors. We applied the weight conserving modularity algorithm to both matrices and evaluated the stability of the identified communities by computing the correlation between corresponding communities and computing their mean absolute difference.

Note that the community detection algorithm is based on the child-by-child correlation matrix, and that the dimensions of this matrix are the same, regardless of using 65 items or 5 factors to compute the correlation between two children. Thus, regardless of the numbers of features used to correlate the scoring pattern of two children, computationally the input for the community detection remains the same (i.e., an $N \times N$ child-by-child correlation matrix).

Clinical prediction

We evaluated whether the identified communities differed in clinical outcome at T1 as assessed using the SDQ Impact score and the ADHD-RS total score. We first assessed whether the clinical outcomes differed over time using dependent $t$ tests. Second, we evaluated whether each clinical outcome at T1 could be predicted by community membership, when controlling for baseline SDQ Impact score, baseline ADHD-RS total score, age, and sex. Third, whereas all children were medication free at baseline, some started treatment after entering into the study. We, therefore, also evaluated whether the clinical outcomes at T1 were predicted by treatment (yes vs. no),
while controlling for baseline SDQ Impact score, baseline ADHD-RS total score, age, and sex. Finally, we explored whether a possible effect of medication on ADHD-RS total score would differ across the communities.

The analyses were conducted in SPSS (version 20) and R (version 3.5.2) using the package ‘psych’ (version 1.8.12).
Results

Personality profiles

Community detection identified three communities at baseline of 38 (21%), 73 (41%) and 67 (38%) children. The average $Q$ of 0.41 (range 0.41–0.42) across the 10 runs indicates moderate separation of the three communities. The identified profiles are visualized in Fig. 1a, and the descriptive information is given in Table 2. For reference, we plotted the profiles next to the average personality factor scores in a normative French sample that was kindly provided to us by Olivier and Hervé [43]. The scores in the normative French sample are also included in Supplementary Table 2.

In terms of personality features, the first two profiles were characterized by high levels of neuroticism and low levels of conscientiousness when compared with the normative controls. Differences between these two profiles emerged on openness to experience and agreeableness, with the first profile displaying decreased levels of openness to experience when compared with the other groups, and the second profile displaying decreased levels of agreeableness when compared with the other groups. Finally, profile 3 displayed scores closer to the normative range on all five factors.

Clinically, profile 1 children were significantly more inattentive than the other two types, and displayed higher scores at the global ADHD-RS score than profile 3 children. Profile 2 children displayed significantly higher hyperactive/impulsive score than profile 3 children. Finally, profile 3 children presented the lowest ADHD-RS total score.

### Table 2 Characteristics of personality profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
<th>Type 3</th>
<th>F(2,175)</th>
<th>Post hoc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic demographics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Boys:Girls)</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>(26:12)</td>
<td>(55:18)</td>
<td>(54:13)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 1.98$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>(22:16)</td>
<td>(53:13)</td>
<td>(51:11)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 8.81^*$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age mean (sd) years</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>8.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>8.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>8.2 (1.3)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>8.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>8.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>7.9 (1.2)</td>
<td>6.5**</td>
<td>1 &gt; 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$ (%) on stimulant medication</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>20 (52.6)</td>
<td>32 (48.4)</td>
<td>40 (64.5)</td>
<td>$\chi^2(2) = 3.48$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comorbidity (% at T0)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific phobia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social phobia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enuresia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encopresia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tic disorder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMDD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD and severity measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD-RS total score</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>43.47 (6.28)</td>
<td>41.72 (6.46)</td>
<td>39.35 (6.98)</td>
<td>5.09**</td>
<td>1 &gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>40.76 (8.21)</td>
<td>40.34 (6.16)</td>
<td>42.50 (6.26)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD-RS inattentive score</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>22.53 (3.70)</td>
<td>20.26 (4.03)</td>
<td>19.90 (4.15)</td>
<td>5.68*</td>
<td>1 &gt; 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>21.37 (4.11)</td>
<td>19.71 (4.42)</td>
<td>20.91 (3.75)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD-RS Hyp/imp score</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>20.95 (4.26)</td>
<td>21.46 (3.61)</td>
<td>19.46 (4.61)</td>
<td>4.25*</td>
<td>2 &gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>19.39 (5.45)</td>
<td>20.62 (3.33)</td>
<td>21.59 (3.67)</td>
<td>3.54*</td>
<td>3 &gt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDQ impact score</td>
<td>T0</td>
<td>6.07 (2.64)</td>
<td>6.65 (2.47)</td>
<td>5.28 (2.53)</td>
<td>5.15*</td>
<td>2 &gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
<td>5.86 (2.5)</td>
<td>4.12 (2.77)</td>
<td>5.69 (2.65)</td>
<td>7.53**</td>
<td>1 &gt; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GAD generalised anxiety disorder, SAD separation anxiety disorder, ODD oppositional defiant disorder, DMDD disruptive mood dysregulation disorder, ADHD-RS attention deficit with hyperactivity rating scale IV, SDQ strengths and difficulties questionnaire

$p < 0.05$; $** p < 0.01$
Temporal stability

At follow-up, again three communities were identified, with $Q = 0.44$ (range 0.44–0.45), see Fig. 1b. The three communities identified at baseline resembled the identified communities at follow-up well: the correlation between the communities was lowest for community 3 ($r = 0.89$) and high for community 1 ($r = 0.96$) and 2 ($r = 0.98$). This was also reflected in the mean absolute difference across the communities, which was highest for community 3 (0.22 ± 0.19) and community 1 (0.21 ± 0.14), and lowest for community 2 (0.15 ± 0.07). This indicates that the communities are relatively stable over time at a group level. Big Five personality scores and subscale’s score for the three groups at T0 and T1 are presented in Supplementary Table S3.

At an individual level, the community membership was more stable than chance ($\chi^2 = 67.97$, $p < 0.001$). Overall, 63.8% of the children remained in the same community over time. Stability was highest for children in community 2 (71.0% remained) and 3 (65.0% remained), and lowest for children in community 1 (47.1% remained).

Stability across measurement levels

Using the five personality factors instead of the items, again three communities were identified, with $Q = 0.47$ (range 0.46–0.48), see Supplementary Fig. 1 for the profiles. The three communities that were identified using either the 65 items or the 5 factors resembled each other very well: the correlation among the personality profiles ranged from 0.99–1.00, and the mean absolute difference ranged from 0.05–0.07 (SD range 0.05–0.06). The high correlations and small differences indicate that the information that is captured in the different items is highly similar compared with the information that is captured in the higher order factors.

Clinical prediction

Parent-reported clinical impairment, measured by the SDQ Impact score, decreased significantly from baseline (6.0 ± 2.6 mean ± SD) to follow-up (5.1 ± 2.8 mean ± SD), $t (165) = 4.09$, $p < 0.001$. Clinical impairment at follow-up was predicted only by baseline clinical impairment ($t = 5.7$, $p < 0.001$).

ADHD severity, measured by the ADHD-RS total score, decreased significantly from baseline to follow-up, $t (165) = 8.05$, $p < 0.001$. Interestingly, ADHD severity at follow-up was predicted by community membership at baseline over and above baseline ADHD-RS total score, baseline SDQ Impact score, age, and sex. Specifically, the decrease in ADHD-RS total score for children in community 1 ($− 9.3 ± 8.6$ mean ± SD) was significantly larger than the decrease for both children in community 2 ($− 4.7 ± 7.5$ mean ± SD, $t = 2.06$, $p = 0.04$) and for children in community 3 ($− 3.5 ± 8.5$ mean ± SD, $t = 2.37$, $p = 0.02$). The decrease in ADHD-RS total score did not differ for children in community 2 compared to children in community 3 ($t = 0.47$, $p = 0.64$).

Between baseline and follow-up, almost half of the children (44.6%) had started medication treatment. We explored whether the start of medication might have affected the clinical outcomes at follow-up. While medication did not predict SDQ Impact score at follow-up, it did predict ADHD severity ($t = − 2.40$, $p = 0.02$), such that the decrease in ADHD-RS total score was, on average, higher for children who received medication ($− 7.1 ± 8.9$ mean ± SD) compared with children who did not receive medication ($− 3.6 ± 7.6$ mean ± SD).

Because both community membership and medication predicted ADHD severity at follow-up, we next explored whether the children that received medication were equally distributed across the different identified communities. Note that at baseline, the assessment used to identify the communities, none of the children received medication. Hence, there is no a priori reason to expect that medication and the communities are associated. The percentage of children that received medication was 61.8%, 39.1%, and 41.3% for communities 1–3, respectively ($\chi^2 = 5.2$, $p = 0.08$). Although the difference is non-significant, the relatively high percentage of children that received medication in the first community might explain the larger decrease in ADHD-RS total score in community 1 compared to both other communities.

Therefore, we evaluated whether ADHD severity at follow-up was predicted by community membership, medication use, or their interaction, while controlling for baseline ADHD-RS total score, baseline SDQ Impact score, age, and sex. There was a main effect for medication ($t = − 2.6$, $p = 0.009$), but not for community membership ($t < 1.1$, $p > 0.26$). There was, however, an interaction effect indicating that the effect of medication on ADHD severity in community 1 and community 2 was different compared with community 3 ($t = 2.77$, $p = 0.006$ and $t = 2.55$, $p = 0.01$, respectively). Specifically, medication use was associated to a larger decrease in ADHD-RS total score for children in community 1 ($− 12.5 ± 8.4$ mean ± SD for $N = 21$ medically treated children versus $− 4.1 ± 6.0$ mean ± SD for $N = 21$ non-medically treated children) and 2 ($− 7.6 ± 7.7$ mean ± SD for $N = 27$ medically treated children versus $− 2.8 ± 6.8$ mean ± SD for $N = 42$ non-medically treated children), while this was not the case for children in community 3 ($− 2.4 ± 7.9$ mean ± SD for $N = 26$ medically treated children versus $− 4.4 ± 8.8$ mean ± SD for $N = 37$ non-medically treated children). The effect of medication on ADHD-RS total score did not differ for children in community 1 or 2. This result suggests that the effectiveness of medication...
treatment might differ for different personality profiles in children with ADHD.

Because the different communities had different ADHD severity at baseline (i.e., 43.47 ± 6.28, 41.72 ± 6.46, and 39.35 ± 6.98 mean ± SD for communities 1–3, respectively), we considered the possibility that these baseline differences might confound our finding that medication did not affect children in this third community. To address this issue, we computed the mean ADHD-RS score at baseline for the children who completed both measurements (N = 166; 41.24 ± 6.76 mean ± SD) and selected only the children in the third community whose ADHD-RS total score was below one standard deviation of that mean (i.e., a score below 34.48). This resulted in selecting 52 of the 67 (77.6%) children, who had a mean ADHD-RS total score at baseline that was similar to that in community 1 and 2 (42.14 ± 5.01 mean ± SD). Using only this restricted sample, we re-evaluated our predictive model and still found a significant medication times community interaction effect, indicating that the effect of medication on children in community 3 was different from the children in community 1 and 2 (both t > 1.97, both p < 0.05).

Discussion

In the present study, we set out to replicate the ADHD profiles detected in previous research by Karalunas et al. [12, 25] in a new sample of children with combined-typed ADHD, using a different measure of dispositional traits. In line with Karalunas et al. [12, 25], the optimal clustering solution yielded three different profiles, and the modularity index robustly stayed in the 0.4 range, reflecting a moderately defined community structure [49]. The personality profiles themselves were highly stable over time, despite changes in individual classification results.

While we also identified three profiles, we did not identify a unique profile characterized by emotional lability—labelled as the “irritable profile” by Karalunas et al. [12, 25]. Instead, two profiles presented with similarly increased levels of neuroticism when compared to normative controls (profiles 1 and 2), while differing on openness to experience and agreeableness levels. Of note, profile 3 resembled the “mild” profile identified in Karalunas et al. [12], being characterized by more normative scores on the neuroticism and conscientiousness scales, as well as by lower ADHD total scores. Finally, the “surgent” ADHD profile characterized by severe impulsivity, elevated assertiveness/dominance, and high-intensity pleasure seeking was not replicated.

Important differences in sample characteristics may have contributed to these partly divergent findings. First, Karalunas et al. [25] ADHD sample initially included 26% of children with a purely inattentive ADHD presentation, whereas our sample was exclusively composed of combined-type ADHD cases. Consequently, the profiles identified by Karalunas et al. may in part, reflect the different types of ADHD cases. This idea is supported by significant differences in the proportions of inattentive and combined types in the different groups identified in their sample [inattentive:combined (% inattentive); mild: 54:30 (64%), surgent: 15:119 (11%), irritable 27:110 (20%)]. Current inattentive ADHD cases may include in particular children with sluggish cognitive tempo, a possibly new and different clinical entity, which complexifies the interpretation of findings in mixed ADHD subtypes groups [50, 51]. Second, samples were recruited in different geographical areas (USA vs. France), and differences in dispositional traits have been reported in previous research investigating cross-cultural differences in children, with a tendency for lower levels of emotional stability in American vs. European children [52, 53]. In this context, whether stable temperamental or personality profiles should be expected in ADHD across different cultures remains an open question. Third, our initial sample was unmedicated, whereas 37% of Karalunas et al. [12] initial sample was taking stimulant medication for ADHD. Fourth, samples were recruited through different procedures: whereas our recruitment procedure required participants to have received a prior formal ADHD diagnosis by a clinician, Karalunas et al. [12, 25] research was based on the Oregon ADHD program, which recruited volunteers using mass mailing to parents in the local school districts, public advertisements, and community outreach to local clinics without such requirement. A bias in our case towards more clinic-referred compared with more community-referred cases in Karalunas’ et al. samples may have resulted in sample differences in ED levels. Indeed, while comorbidity rates were comparable (present sample: anxiety disorders 19.6%, ODD 5.6%, CD 0%, DMDD 13.5%; Karalunas et al. [25]: anxiety disorders 20.6%, ODD 19.3%, CD 1.9%, DMDD 4%), our sample appears to be more disturbed in the emotional domain (DMDD 13.5% vs 4%) but less oppositional/defiant (ODD 5.6% vs. 19.3%).

Alternatively, the differences between the identified profiles might have resulted from the differences in the measurement instrument (BFQ-C versus TMCQ) and underlying theoretical model (five factor model versus temperament model). Importantly, a recent study investigated the 16 subscales of the TMCQ, that were used by Karalunas et al. to identify the profiles, in 9-year-old children and found only little support for the initial theory-driven factorial model [33]. As Karalunas et al. [12, 25] conducted their analyses based on these subscale scores, this raises the question of whether different profiles might have been identified based on the individual TMCQ items.

Profiles identified based on community detection analysis also differed from the three main profiles that were
previously identified by Martel et al. using latent profile analysis on a personality questionnaire in a large sample of children and adolescents with and without ADHD: “poor control”, “extraverted”, “introverted” [23]. While again the profiles could be mapped in some way (e.g., our first profile resembled the “poor control” group in their high levels of neuroticism and lower levels of openness and conscientiousness) there were also remarkable differences (e.g., whereas our first profile displayed intermediate levels of extraversion and agreeableness, the “poor control” group displayed the lowest levels on these factors).

To improve comparability with this previous study, we conducted a complementary analysis consisting of a latent profile analysis based on the BFQ-C items (see Supplement), and an optimal three-profile solution was identified. However, contrary to Karalunas et al. [25] who replicated their initial solution using both estimation techniques, here the profiles identified using latent profile analysis differed from the ones found using community detection. Based on latent profile analysis, the first profile was characterised by increased levels of ADHD severity and increased scores on all Big Five factors, and the second profile had decreased levels of neuroticism compared to the first. The third profile was the most stable between estimation approaches, and was characterized here by more normative values on all Big Five factor scores compared to the other two profiles. Hence, higher levels of neuroticism were this time identified in a single profile instead of two. In the present study, only the profiles identified with community detection were found to be clinically predictive. It should be noted that the estimation techniques are based on different inputs, as community detection uses the child-by-child correlations between scoring patterns, whereas the latent profile analysis uses the raw scores for each child. Potentially, this could make the community detection analysis less sensitive to the severity levels than latent profile analysis, and, therefore, both techniques could capture different information. Methodological studies are needed to disentangle the contributions of the two statistical clustering approaches.

Notably, the profiles identified based on latent profile analysis also differed from the “poor control”, “extraverted”, and “introverted” group identified in Martel et al. Lower levels of conscientiousness were found in two of our profiles, and higher levels of neuroticism in one profile instead of two [23]. Multiple methodological differences between this previous study and ours may explain these discrepant findings: (1) in Martel et al., groups were identified based on a sample including both healthy controls and children with ADHD; (2) ADHD cases included mixed ADHD presentations, whereas we only included combined-type cases; (3) our sample was characterised by a restricted age range (6–11) as opposed to the larger age range (6–18) in [23]; (4) recruitment strategies differed (community sample vs. clinically based). The possible effect of these factors on the identified communities should be examined in future studies.

When examining the predictive value of BFQ-C based profiles, we found that the identified personality profiles were a significant predictor of response to medication. This is a particularly relevant finding since, to date, predictors of treatment effect in ADHD have been elusive. More specifically, controlling for initial ADHD symptom severity, we found that children belonging to the third personality profile did not benefit from the use of medication treatment when compared to the other two groups. Children belonging to the third profile displayed more normative levels of neuroticism, agreeableness, and conscientiousness compared with the children in profile 1 and 2. Importantly, this finding did not appear to be confounded by group differences in initial ADHD severity, suggesting that personality profiles are unique predictors of medication effect. As profile 1 and 2 were both characterised by increased neuroticism when compared with profile 3, our finding is in line with previous research, which identified the irritability dimension to be of clinical predictive value [12, 25]. Personality measures are easily administered in the clinical setting, and our finding indicates that personality might be relevant to predict treatment response. Researchers trying to predict treatment responders vs. non-responders in ADHD based on machine learning could, therefore, potentially benefit from including a personality questionnaire among their measures [54]. Whether personality measures will also predict different responses to different types of treatments could further be investigated. Personality measures could ultimately become one of the tools used to provide personalized medicine to children with ADHD.

The profiles themselves were shown to be highly stable over time, whereas the profile membership of the children was much more variable. Notably, this result was similar to that reported by Karalunas et al. [25] where the profiles themselves were reproduced over three annual measurements but the membership stability varied between 36 and 66%.

Although at first, the moderate profile-membership stabilities might cast some doubt on the utility of these profiles for clinical practice, the high stabilities of the profiles themselves are clinically promising. Specifically, even though children might not be assigned to the same group over time, the finding that the profiles is stable over time suggests that there are some stable constellations of personality profiles among children with ADHD. This in itself can have clinical utility, as certain constellations of personality profiles might be predictive of clinical outcomes. It is then this ‘state’ that is predictive of clinical outcome rather than the stability of the state. This idea is supported by Karalunas et al. [25] in which they found that belonging to the irritable profile at any point rather than belonging to the irritable profile at
all points was predictive for clinical outcomes. The stability of the profiles is especially noteworthy as the children grew older and some started the use of medication. While this might have affected the profile membership of the children, the profiles themselves were stable regardless of these changes. This again suggests that certain constellations of personality profiles are robust across time.

One potential limitation of our study as well as the previous ones (Karalunas et al. 12, 25) is the use of a single parent informant for most cases (91.6%), who could either be the father or the mother of the child. High mother–father agreement for higher order child personality traits has been reported in previous research, with Pearson correlations indexing mother–father agreement ranging from 0.54 for agreeableness and neuroticism to 0.77 for conscientiousness [55]. Nevertheless, this agreement was not complete, and presence of informant discrepancies might create confusion in research and clinical settings when utilizing ratings to predict later behaviour or to guide assessment and treatment. Presence of informant discrepancies could reflect in some cases underlying conflict in the family system, or the fact that mothers and fathers differentially monitor and evoke some relevant attributes of their child [55]. In separated couples, relevance of each parent’s evaluation could also depend on the time they spend with the child based on the custody schedule. In community detection analyses, informant discrepancies could result in different subgroup classifications for borderline individual cases, depending on whether father or mother reports are used. Future studies should, therefore, collect both father and mother ratings, to compute classification agreement rates, or at least collect data for all cases from the same informant. Another limitation is that there was no control sample, so that we could not compare our identified communities in the ADHD sample to those in a control sample. Yet, this did not affect our main objective to compare ADHD profiles identified using personality measures to those that were identified using temperament measures.

**Conclusions**

In this study, we examined whether an irritable ADHD profile could be identified in a new sample based on personality dimensions. The identified profiles did only partially replicate the temperament-based profiles previously reported, as higher levels of neuroticism were found in two of the detected profiles. Nonetheless, similarly to previous research, differentiating profiles based on current levels of emotional instability was associated with unique predictive value, as belonging to one of the two groups with high levels on this dispositional trait predicted a better response to medication treatment. Personality questionnaires might ultimately serve to provide more personalized medicine to children with ADHD. Other replication studies using both temperament and personality questionnaires will be needed to clarify whether these divergent findings are due to differences in sample characteristics vs. measurement instruments. Finally, although we did not replicate the ADHD profiles across measures of dispositional traits, it might turn out that both the profiles identified using temperament as well as the profiles identified using personality measures capture unique clinical predictive value.
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